Regarding Net Neutrality, I believe the installation of tiered "fast" lanes would allow Corporations to extort businesses for "premium fees" (which they have already done - see Comcast speeds for Netflix until fees were agreed in February) as well as their customers.

Aside from that, the internet should be a resource available to any and all persons wishing to access it (which is everyone) and shouldn't be restricted, filtered, slowed down or in any other way by a corporation or Government (with exceptions, but it definitely shouldn't be immediately applied to everyone).

As well as this, you have the obvious facts that Comcast and Time Warner already seem to have a pretty obvious monopoly in the United States and provide below sub-par service. There is no option or choice for what appears to be the majority of US citizens, and this is inherently wrong.

I urge you to disallow this merger and to also fight for Net Neutrality and the freedoms of your citizens.